
Nature Themed Art K-8 

With the weather getting warmer and spring coming out in full force, it is the perfect time to get out in 

nature, enjoy the beautiful weather, and do some art! Whether it is working on art while out in nature 

or collecting objects to use in projects, nature is one of the best sources for fabulous art!  

Drawing- You can use just a pencil or add some color using colored pencil, crayon, or markers 

1. Landscape sketching- Get outside, have a seat and get comfortable. Take a look around and 

absorb your surroundings. What do you see? What do you hear? Can you find any animals? 

What kind of buildings are there? Sketch what you see 

2. Close-up nature sketches- Head outside and find some inspiration. Focus in on an object or 

piece or wildlife. If could be a living thing like a plant or animal or something that is a small part 

of a landscape like a unique rock or stick.  

3. What if something in nature didn’t have the “normal” color? Try drawing something from nature 

but with crazy colors!  

4. Shadow Tracing- https://artfulparent.com/shadow-tracing-art-kids/ 

5. Nature Journaling- https://rhythmsofplay.com/get-outside-connect-create-nature-journal-

notebook/ 

Other-  

1. Nature Stamping- Find some leaves, sticks, or flowers and try stamping with them, by pressing 

them gently on a stamp pad then pressing onto a paper.  

2. Nature Collage- Using items like acorns, leaves, grass, sticks, small pebbles, etc. make a pattern 

or design. If you have thick cardboard you could try gluing them on! Something fun to try is 

using the nature items to make faces or animals. Get creative!  

3. Flower Mandalas- https://artfulparent.com/the-perfect-frame-for-a-flower-mandala/ 

4. Flower Suncatchers- https://letslassothemoon.com/2014/08/14/perfect-flower-suncatcher-

craft-kids/ 

5. Suncatcher Box- https://artfulparent.com/our-natur-suncatcher-box/ 

6. Painted Rocks- Use paint to decorate rocks, place them around parks or out in your 

neighborhood for others to find. These painted rocks could definitely brighten someone’s day! 

7. Chalk Nature Painting- http://mericherry.com/2015/08/02/chalk-nature-painting/ 

8. Charcoal Leaf Pictures- https://kidscraftroom.com/charcoal-leaf-pictures/ 

9. Clay Leaf Prints- https://artfulparent.com/clay-leaf-prints/ 

10. Sun Prints- https://alisaburke.blogspot.com/2015/05/sun-print-gift-boxes.html 

11. Cloud Painting (Good for younger kids, too)- 

https://sewliberated.typepad.com/sew_liberated/2011/10/things-we-do-after-nap-painting-

the-sky.html 
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